
Solution of last problem

PROBLEM. A group of N people sitting around a round table is going
to participate in a cooperative game mediated by the cookie monster. First
the monster blindfolds all participants and puts a hat on each of their heads.
The color of each hat is randomly chosen from a set of C possible colors (the
participants know what the possible colors are, and repeats are possible). Next
everybody takes the blindfolds o� and is allowed to look at all hats except their
own. No communication of any kind is permitted here. Finally everybody must
try to guess, all at the same time, the color of their own hat. If at least one
person gets it correct, they all win some cookies. If nobody guesses right, the
cookie monster eats all cookies. Before the game starts, the participants are
allowed to talk and come up with a strategy. Show that they have a winning
strategy if and only if N ≥ C.

SOLUTION. First assume N < C. The total number of con�gurations
of colors on each person's head is CN , and a strategy is an assignment to each
person of a response for each of the CN−1 possible scenarios that they can
see. Then, under any given strategy, each person will win in exactly CN−1

con�gurations (those in which they are actually wearing the color that the
strategy tells them to give as their guess), so the strategy produces a winner in
only a total of at most NCN−1 < CN con�gurations. This proves there can't
be a winning strategy.

On the other hand, if N = C, there is a winning strategy: simply label the
people and the colors with {0, . . . , N − 1} and let person i guess
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when they see each person j wearing color cj, j = 1, . . . , N , j 6= i. Indeed,
with this choice, person i will guess correctly if and only if the sum of all colors
is i mod N , and hence always exactly one person will get it right. Then clearly
there are winning strategies when N > C as well (just let the �rst C people

play according to the above and let the others guess as they wish).


